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Enough for All Campaign 

Awareness and a call to action to end poverty 

 

Poverty has always been recognized as harmful to all of society. Aristotle called it the “parent of crime”; Gandhi 

referred to it as “the worst form of violence.” And Nelson Mandela said “as long as poverty and inequality persist 

in our world, none of us can truly rest.” 

Yet it persists. In Calgary, about 138,000 people live below the low-income threshold established by Statistics 

Canada. 

Cutting that number in half by 2023 is the goal of the Enough For All Campaign, which is rallying the efforts of a 

range of diverse organizations, from the City of Calgary to the United Way, to combat poverty on many fronts. 

Coordinating the campaign are Vibrant Communities Calgary (VCC) and Momentum, which received $300,000 in 

grant funding from the Calgary Foundation to support a powerful public call to action against poverty. 

“In order for us to really get the support of the community we need to build empathy,” says Kathryn Cormier, 

campaign director with VCC. “It’s critically important. So many of the root causes of poverty are tied to public 

policy and systems. For those to shift, people need to understand and care.” 

Momentum community relations director Carolyn Davis says making real change requires determined action on 

multiple fronts. “Once you identify an opportunity to make a system more just, that to me is a strong motivator,” 

she says.  

For Momentum, which has been working since 1991 to help disadvantaged people find success, opportunities are 

focused on financial empowerment — giving people the tools to break the poverty cycle, both now and for future 

generations. 

Initiatives include helping people tap into the power of the Registered Education Savings Plan (RESP) program and 

its Canada Learning Bond, a savings head start of up to $2,000 per child from the federal government for low-

income participants. 

“It isn’t right that low-income people don’t have access to education savings,” Davis says. “Part of this is knowing 

about these programs and learning to navigate them.” She adds that in Alberta alone, $400 million in potential 

Canada Learning Bond funds are not being used. But the uptake rate is increasing, and in fact has more than 

doubled in Calgary since 2008, with Momentum playing a role in that shift. 

Momentum is also working with financial institutions and government on creating alternatives to high-interest 

short-term or “payday” loans. 
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“We’re trying to nudge the system toward a new, healthier equilibrium,” Davis says. That has included getting 

larger institutions back into the small loan business, which they abandoned decades ago. Significantly, the 

provincial government included the Act to End Predatory Lending in its May 2016 Speech from the Throne, 

lowering interest on payday loans. 

“This is disruptive in the best possible way,” Davis says. 

Cormier adds that the coordinated work of many organizations is a powerful force. “The idea is collective impact. 

We’ve got hundreds of organizations in Calgary all doing great work. What could it look like if all those 

organizations were working toward measurable goals?” 

The Enough for All Campaign is not about a quick fix. It aims to create permanent public awareness and lead to 

real change and a stronger community. 

“It’s definitely a long haul kind of work we’re into here,” Cormier says. “It’s not going to change overnight — but 

it’s exciting.” 

Adds Davis: “I imagine the impact these changes have on families. That’s the kind of Calgary I want to live in.” 

 


